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ABSTRACT
T he main objective of this thesis is to study singular solutions in the light 
of sym m etries of ordinary differential equations. The practice of finding and 
using sym m etries for integration and the use of differential forms in sym metry  
m ethods are introduced. Differential equations adm itting singular solutions 
are introduced with emphasis on the Clairaut. equation and its generalizations. 
These equations are investigated from the sym metry point of view with special 
attention to the role of singular solutions in sym metry reduction methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this document is to study singular solutions in the light of 
sym m etries of ordinary differential equations. Symmetries axe a key to solving  
differentia] equations. There axe various methods for obtaining exact solutions 
of differential equations of a standaxd type. Most of these m ethods can be ap­
plied because of the underlying sym metry property of the differential equation 
and are in fact special cases of a few powerful sym metry m ethods. The merit of 
sym m etry m ethods is that they can be applied to differential equations that are 
of unfamiliar type. Symmetries of a given differential equation axe to be found 
and can then be used to construct exact solutions.
An introduction to the practice of finding and using sym m etries for integral 
tion of differential equations is given by Stephani [21]. In th is style the present 
document gives an introduction to point sym metries with an emphasis on ap­
plications. Symm etries axe introduced by explaining the use of the infinitesimal 
generator of point transformations and giving a basic definition of point sym­
metries. Furthermore it is explained how sym metries of first, second and higher 
order differential equations can be found. Finally it is illustrated how symme­
tries can be utilized in integration strategies.
Another effective way of investigating differential equations and their symme­
tries as mentioned by Olver [18] is given by using the language of differential 
forms. For the study of differential geometry, topology and differential equar 
tions differential forms are a powerful tool [18], An introduction to differential 
forms is given from basic definitions of differential forms as explained by Olver 
[18] and Flanders [11]. This is followed by explanations of the Lie derivative 
and closed and exact forms which are the key to sym metries as discussed, by 
Olver [18],
W ith emphasis on illustrative applications and examples in the style of Harri­
son [13] it is explained how the language of differential forms can be used in the 
theory of sym metries. Simple examples, e.g. y" =  0 have been used, since these 
axe geometrically equivalent to more complicated examples. Some important 
concepts of sym m etry m ethods can be explained with the aid of these simple 
equations.
The first integrals of y" =  0 axe y  — px  and p  with y' =  p. Any relation between  
these integrals is given by F ( p , y  — px)  =  0 for which a Clairaut equation, an 
equation adm itting singular solutions, generally given by y  — px  +  f (p )  is an ex­
ample. Considering higher order differentia] equations t/") =  0 then the relation 
of their first integrals leads to more general Clairaut-type equations. M otivated 
by these findings the strategy for further research is to use the sym m etries of
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y(") =  0  to  determine the sym metries of differential equations with singular 
solutions, in particular the Clairaut equation and its generalizations. This will 
give information on the role of singular solutions in sym metry methods.
T his is followed by an introduction to differential equations with singular solu­
tions. Special emphasis is on the known example of a Clairaut equation and its 
generalizations, given for example in Goursat [12]. It is explained how the solu­
tion of the generalized Clairaut equation can be obtained by the same m ethod  
as C lairaut’s equation [22].
T his leads to an investigation of the Clairaut equation and generalized Clairaut 
equations from the sym m etry point of view. Symmetries of the general and sin­
gular solutions of these equations are investigated. To obtain them the findings 
related to the sym metries of equations of type =  0  have been used, e.g. 
sym m etries for the Clairaut equation can be determined using the sym metries 
of y" =  0. It is noted that symmetries of the general solution of a Clairaut 
equation are not equal to symmetries of the singular solution. This can be gen­
eralized for higher order equations y ^  =  0 in relation to generalized Clairaut 
equations.
Furthermore, it is noted that the symmetries obtained lead to reductions from 
y(n) =  0 to generalized Clairaut equations. This is followed by an investigation  
of how sym m etries lead to a reduction of a given system  of differential forms. It 
is studied in which way the reduced system  inherits sym metries of the original 
system . T his is investigated for system s of differential forms which are equiva­
lent to second and third order differential equations. Finally the findings enable 
to investigate singular solutions in regard of sym metry methods for reduction.
2. INTRODUCTION TO POINT SYMMETRIES
T his chapter gives an introduction to point sym metries by explaining the in­
finitesim al generator of point transformations and giving a basic definition of 
point sym metries. Furthermore it is explained how sym metries of first, second 
and higher order differential equations can be found. Finally it is illustrated  
how sym m etries can be utilized in integration strategies.
2.1 Generators of point transformations
We start w ith the definition of a one-parameter group of point transformations, 
then consider its infinitesimal generator. This is followed by a consideration 
of a multiple-parameter group of point transformations and its generators. We 
define the normal form of an infinitesimal generator and explain the extension  
to derivatives of variables.
2.1.1 One-parameter groups of  point  transformations
Let I  3  0 be an open subset of IR and £ £ I be an arbitrary parameter. A point 
transformation is defined as a map from points (x, y) into (x, y) as
$ £ : M2 E2 
(x, y) i-> (x , y)
where x =  x (x ,y ,e ) ,  y =  y(x , y ,e ). A set of point transformations form a local 
one-parameter group of point transformations G,  if the group properties are 
satisfied, i.e.
•  Closure property: For any elements «f>£l and $ £2 of G composition
<f>£l $ £2 = $ £l+£2
is an elem ent of G.
•  A ssociative property: For any elements 3>£ l, 3>£2, $>£3 of G  it is true that
$ £l . ( $ e 2 - $ ea) =  ( $ e i . $ e2) - $ e3.
Identity element: There exists an identity element, which w ithout loss of
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generality corresponds to e — 0, such that for any element <E>£l of G 
$ 0 ■ $ £l =  $>£l • $ 0 =  $ ei •
•  Inverse element: For any element $ £l of G  there exists an inverse element 
<E>_ei in G  such that
$ £l ■ $ _ £l =  $ 0
2.1.2 Infinitesimal Generator
The action of the one-parameter group of transformations can be interpreted 
as motion in the (x , y ) plane. An initial point (xo,yo) generates a curve as 
the parameter e varies. For each considered point we obtain a curve which 
represents the action of the group which is shown in figure 2.1. The action
Fig. 2.1: Action of the group represented by curves.
of the transformation group is represented by a set of curves, each of which 
is characterized by its tangent vectors as shown in figure 2.2. Considering the 
field of tangent vectors X  the transformation group which takes a point (x ,y)  
to (x, y ) can then be expressed by an infinitesimal transformation [21], [19]
x  -  x +  £(x, y)e +  ...
y  =  y  +  T](x,y)e +  ... .
T he infinitesimals £(x, y) and r)(x, y) are defined by
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S '
Fig. 2.2: Action of the group characterized by tangent vectors.
W ith these functions an infinitesimal generator can be given as
d  0
x  =  Z (x , y )—  +  r](x,y) —  .
ox  Oy
This infinitesimal generator determines the infinitesimal transformation and also 
the one-parameter group of transformations [21], [4], [5].
2.1.3 Generator o f  multipl  e-par am eter groups of  point  transformations
Point transformations that depend on more than one parameter can be written 
as
=  ( x ( x , y , e n) , y ( x , y , £ n))
where n  =  1 , . . . ,N.  For each n there exists a generator X n . These generators 
can be linearly combined to obtain
X  — ^  ^Q'TiXr
where the a n are constant coefficients.
Example:  The general projective transformations on the (x , y ) plane can be
represented by a 3 x 3 matrix
u a  b c u
V — d  e  f V
U! _ g  h  i w
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a x  +  b y  +  c
x —  i -g x  +  h y  +  i
d x  +  e g  +  f
y  gx  +  hy  +  i
where
u  _ v u u
x  =  —  , y  =  —  , x  =  — , x  =  — .
w w w w
The infinitesimal generators of the projective transformations in ]R2 are given
by
X i
X 2 
X 3
X 4 
* 5  
* 6  
X~;
* 8
As stated above these generators can be combined to obtain an eight-parameter 
generator
X  =  ( o i  +  a 2 x  +  a 3 y  +  a 4 x y  +  a 5 x 2 ) - ^ -  +  (a6 +  a 7 x  +  a8y +  a 5 x y  +  a 4 y 2 ) - ^ ~
d x  o y
where ai, a 2 , a8 are constants.
2.1.4 Normal  form of  a generator
d
dx
d
d y
d
X dx
d
Vd i
d
X~dy
d
Vdy
2 d dx  —  
dx +  x y —  dy
d o d
xy-x-dx
1 ^
+
For any infinitesimal generator there exist coordinates (s , t ), called canonical 
coordinates, such that it can be transformed to
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which is called the normal form. In these coordinates the generator acts like a 
translation. The visualization in the (x, y) plane shows that the curves which 
represent the action of the transformation group are straight lines in coordinates 
( s , i)  as sketched in figure 2.3. The transformation can be given as
t
■>
^ s
Fig. 2.3: Action of the transformation group in coordinates (s , t ).
t =  t
s =  s +  s.
To find these coordinates we start with the generator given in the form
d  d
The new coordinates s and t  should satisfy
d  d  . . d  , . d  d
+  V =  +  ^ F t  =  d~s
This equation leads to a system of differential equations to determine s and t
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Example:  Given the generator
A =  x —  +  y — . 
ox  oy
%
The required coordinates (s , t ) have to satisfy above stated conditions which 
lead to the system  of differential equations
ds  d s  .
Xt e + y Ty = 1 (21)
d t  d t
xai + yTy = (2'2)
From (2.2) we get that t  can be written as a function of y / x  such as (p(y/x),
1
2and (2 .1 ) leads to s =  \  ln (xy) +  tp(y/x).
2.1.5 Extension o f  generators
Before applying to a differential equation a point transformation has to be ex­
tended to its derivatives which is done by
-/ dy y ' ( d y / d y )  +  ( d y / d x )  ,
y  =  Tx =  y>(8ic/ay ) +  ( d i / a x )  = y ( x ’ y ' y ' e)
y" =  d$ r  =  V ' ( x , y , y ' y \ e )  ....
ax
The extension or prolongation of the point transformation to the derivatives 
leads to the extension of the infinitesimal generator
d  , d
X  =
up to the nth derivative
. . d  . . d  . d  d
x  =  Z(x - y ) t e + r t x ’ y ) y y + r> a s  +  -  +  ’’(
To obtain the r f , ..., r f ^  we consider the previous representation of the action 
of the one-parameter group of transformations.
x =  x +  £ (x t y)e +  ...
y  =  y +  v ( x , y ) e +  ■
We can extend to the derivatives
V =  y' +  r) '{x,y,y')e  +  ...
y H  =  y (n) + r j W { x , y , y ' , . . . , y W ) e  +
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The 77, 77', 77^ ) axe defined by
d y \
V =  -5 ^ = 0
9 v (n)
dsVW  =  —5— U=o-
Therefore we can write
dy _  dy  +  edrj +  ... _  / , / * 7  _  /^ £ \ , 
dx dx +  ed f +  ... y  dx  ^ dx
d y ^ - 1) d y ^ - 1) +£d77(n- 1) +  ... w  dr /^ -V
 :-------  =    =  V K } 4- £ [ ---------------- — y K ' —  ) 4- . . . .
dx dx 4 - erdf +  ... dx dx
The 77, 77', ..., 7 7 are obtained as
, _  dr/ , d£
71 dx V dx
(n) dTj^-V M  d i
v  ' =  —  r  t -  ■dx dx
The expression for 77^ ) can be rewritten as
w  =  £ 2  £ i
dx n dxn
=  £ ^ _ £ V f _ ^ +  („+1)f
dxn dxn dxn
and the formula for the extension can be written as
7/(U) =  l ^ ^ ~ y ' ^  +  yin+1)^
which is independent of y(n+1).
2.2 Sym m etry definition 
A given point transformation
$ e (a ,y )  =  (x(x , y , £ ) , y ( x , y , e ) )
is a sym m etry transformation of an ordinary differential equation
H ( x , y , y ' , . . . ,y (n)) =  0
if the form of the differential equation does not change, i.e. whenever y  — / ( x )  
is a solution, so is y =  f ( x )  where (x ,y ) =  <f>e(x ,y ) . The infinitesimal gener­
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ator X  forms an algebra of symmetries for the ordinary differential equation  
H ( x , y , y ' ,  ..., !/<")) =  0 if both
X H ( x , y , y ' , . . . , y ^ ) =  0
and
H ( x , y , y ' ,  . . . ,y (rl)) =  0
hold. If the highest derivative of the differential equation can be isolated such 
that
y (n) =  u ( x , y , y \ . . . , y ^ n~ l))
then H ( x , y , y ' , . . . , y ^ )  =  0 can also be written in form of a linear differential 
operator
^  = ^  + 4  + yl  + - + " ^ ) /  = 0
where f ( x ,  y, y ' , y ",..., =  const, is an integral. The equations
A f  =  0
and
y (n) =  w
are equivalent. A  is called the characteristic vector field of the equation. The 
generator X  is a sym m etry if
A f  =  0=> A ( X f )  = 0
holds. Since X A f  =  0 we can write
[ X , A ] f = ( X A - A X ) f  =  Q.
Since [X, A ] f  =  0 and A f  =  0 have the same solutions, they may differ only by 
a factor of the form A =  X(x, y , y ' ,  ..., y(n_1)) Therefore the sym m etry definition 
can be written as
[X,A] =  XA.
By using again the condition X H  =  0 and taking H  =  yW  — u  we get another 
useful formulation of the symmetry definition. Since the extended generator has 
the form
v  n  \ d  . . d  , d  (n) dx  = £(*, y)^ + v(x,y)^ + r, ^  + ... + 4 ^
the equation X u  — X y ^  leads to the sym m etry definition
X u  =  n{n)
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2.3 Finding point symmetries
This section gives an introduction to how point sym metries of a given differ­
ential equation can be found. This is explained and illustrated by examples 
more specifically for first and second order differential equations. A more gen­
eral outline is given for finding point symmetries of higher order differential 
equations.
2.3.1 Lie po in t  symmetries  of  First Order Differential Equations  
A first order differential equation given by
y' =  u { x , y )
has a sym m etry
v  \ d  d
X = i ( x . y ) ^ + r 1( x , y ) -
if the sym m etry condition X u  =  as mentioned in the previous section is 
satisfied, i.e.
m ust hold. T his condition can be written in terms of £ and tj as 
£w tx d" 77,x d~ V,y^ '9  ^,y
[21], [9]. In fact the number of solutions for the above equation is infinite, 
however, there is no system atic method to find them. Symm etries of simple 
structure can often be found by inspecting a given differential equation.
Example:  Given the first order differential equation
y' - x y .
The sym m etry condition is here
£y +  +  £,yx 2y2 =  r)iX +  r)tVxy  -  r)x.
T his equation is satisfied for example for £ =  \ / x  and 77 =  0 which correspond 
to the sym metry generator
X  =  ~ T -X  O X
2.3.2 Lie point  symmetr ies  of  Second Order Differential Equations  
A  second order differential equation given by
y" =  u(x ,  y, y')
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has a sym metry
provided that the following condition is satisfied
Written in term s of £ and r) this condition becomes
u i v . y  -  2rl,x ~  33/77,y) -  W x f  -  y7/ - u . j ' h , *  +  y'(r)ty -  f , x ) -  y /2 f ,y] +
v ,xx  "b 2/ i ‘^ 'n,xy C,xa:) "b 2/ (v,yy  2 £ ,x y ) 2/ £ ,yy  — ^
from which follows that f ,yy =  0 and 77,xx =  0. Hence £ and 77 have the form
£ =  a ( x ) y +  /?(z)
77 =  7 (y)x +  5(y).
Equating to zero the coefficients of y /2 and y'  gives 7j<yy — 2£,xy =  0 and £,xx —
277,1 y =  0  which leads to
[2 1 ],  [10 ].
Example:  Given the second order differential equation
then the condition for sym metries is
77,xx T y (277,xy £,,xx) T y  (77,yy 2£,xy) y  £,yy — 0
l " ( y ) x  +  5"{y) -  2a'(x)  =  0 
a" (x )y  +  P"(x) -  2 j ' ( y )  =  0
from which we obtain j " ( y )  =  0 and a " (x ) =  0. Therefore we get
a
7
<5
c IX -f C2 
c3a:2 +  C5 X  +  C6 
C3V +  C4 
Ciy2 +  C7y  +  c8
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resulting in the eight-parameter generator of the projective transformations in 
IR2 as mentioned in a previous section
X  =  (a i +  a2x  +  a3y +  aAxy  +  a5x 2)-^-  +  (a6 +  a7x +  a&y +  a5x y  +  a4y2) ^ - .
ox  oy
2.3.3 Lie po in t  symmet ries  of  Higher Order Differential Equations
To find sym m etries of higher order differential equations one proceeds similarly 
to the case of first or second order differential equations. It can be stated that 
an nth order linear differential equation has at least an n-parameter group of Lie 
point sym metries. However with increasing n the m ethod described for second- 
order differential equations becomes more and more complicated. Therefore it 
can be easier to try to obtain simple structured sym m etries by inspecting the 
given differential equation. Symmetries m ost often consist of the forms d / d x ,  
x d / d x ,  d / d y ,  y d / d y  and a x d / d x  +  (3yd/dy .
2.4 Integration strategies
Symmetries of a differential equation can be utilized for finding its solutions. 
This section explains how sym metries can be used to solve first order differential 
equations. Moreover it is explained how sym m etries can be used to achieve a 
reduction of a differential equation.
2.4.1 Solving First  Order Differential Equations  
A first order differential equation is given by
y'  =  c j ( x  , y )
or
A'  = £ +* &  = °-
Its sym m etry generator is
The solution can be given using a line integral
. . f  dy  — ud x
<p(x,y) =  / -------------  =  (po =  constant
J v - f r
since
U) 1
Aip = ----------— \ - u ----- —  - 0.
q - i u )  r ) - &
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Example:  Given the differential equation
1y  = --------------
x  +  e~y
and the sym m etry generator
Xdx  dy
Using the statem ent above, the solution can be obtained by
dy  ~ { - - ^ ) d x
 i_
x + e ~
, , f  y - { - ^
vix'y) = J
=  / ^  +  ( » »  +  1 )4 ,
— xey +  y
[21], [15).
2.4.2 Reduction of  Higher Order Differential Equations  
An nth order differential equation given by
y(n) -  u ( x , y , y ' ,
or
Af={i L +y% + - +wd ^ ) f =0
can be reduced to a differential equation of order n — 1 by using a symmetry. 
Suppose a sym metry generator is given in normal form
x  =  Ts
The differential equation can then be transformed to 
s (n) = w ( i , 5 1s / , . . . , s (n- 1)) 
and the sym metry condition now reads
X u  =  —  u  — 0 . 
os
This shows however that u  does not depend on s  and is therefore
s (n) =C j ( t , s ' , . . . , s (n- l ) )
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a differential equation of order n — 1 for s' [21], [1], This procedure may be 
repeated whenever we have a sym metry of the reduced equation, finally resulting 
in a first order differential equation, though there is no guarantee that any 
reduced equation will have such a symmetry.
Example:  Given the differential equation
and the sym m etry generator
II 3 2y  = x  y
Y d  s 5  X  =  x — by-— .
dx  dy
The generator can be transformed to its normal form using t  =  y x 5 and s  =  In x 
which brings the differential equation to the form
s" =  —t 2s'3 +  30£s/3 — l l s /2
which is a first order differential equation
u' — —v 2u3 +  30 vu3 — l l u 2
for v =  t and u =  s' [2 1 ].
2.4.3 Integration Strategies for Second Order Differential Equations
As shown in the previous section a first order differential equation with a sym­
metry can be solved by using a line integral. This section explains integration 
strategies for a second order differential equation given by
/ /  /  / \V = u { x , y , y )
or
If it has a two-parameter group of transformations, then the two generators can 
be used to  solve it in different ways. Two integration strategies for second order 
differential equations are illustrated as follows.
First  integration s t rategy
One integration strategy is to transform the given generators of a second order 
differential equation to a simple form. This procedure has several cases.
Given the differential equation and its sym metry generators
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Y  c 9  _l d
x 2 ~
and
A =  I 1 711
S2 V2
There are four cases to be distinguished:
[XU X 2] — 0 and A ^ O
frQncfnrmo  ^ V. —__ _ds ^  ~  dtThe generators can be transfor ed to X \  =  ^  and X 2 =  J7 and the 
differential equation becomes s" =  u) (s').
[ X i , X 2] =  0  and A =  0
The generators become X i  =  and X 2 =  and the differential equar 
tion becom es s" — cj ( t ) .
[XU X 2] =  X i  and A  /  0
The generators can be transformed to X \  =  and X 2 =  £ where
the differential equation will be s" =  .
[ X i , X 2] — X i  and A =  0
ds  ^ J dsThe generators become X \  =  ^  and with s" =  s'Co(t).
Example:  Given the second order differential equation
with the sym metries
d  , d
X i =  y~x~ + v x~ ,o y  d y '
d _
d x
X 2
The generators X \  and X 2 commute and A  does not vanish
[Xu X 2] = 0 ,  A  = - y .
This is the first case which is described above from which follows that there axe 
coordinates s ( x , y) and t(x,  y) for which the generators take the normal form 
and the differential equation can be written as s "  —  Cj ( s ' ) .  It is known that 
these coordinates must satisfy
X i  t =  0 x2t = 1
and
X i s  =  l  X 2s — 0
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Therefore s  and t  can be obtained as
- 7 7 1  dx  +  Ci dy
- I  A
_  f  rj2dx -  £2dy
- J  A =  In y.
This transforms the given equation into
s" =  - s ' 2 
2
which is of the form s" — Cj {s') as stated above.
Second integration s t rategy
A second integration strategy is given by transforming the given generators 
into normal forms in the space of first integrals. If a second order differential 
equation is given as
A f  = {^  + y' ^ y +U,{x’V' y,)^ ) f  = 0
then a first integral is given by
i p ( x , y , y ' )  =  J
dx dy dy 1 
1 y' u> 
C l  V i  Vi
where
1 y' u
Ci m  n[
C 2  V2 V2
A<p — 0
is satisfied. Using tp as a new variable instead of y' will lead to the differential
■ a_
• dxequation Ail) =  +  y'(x,  y, ip) and the solution 1/) can be obtained by
i p ( x , y , p )  =
dy  -  y'(x,y,<p)dx
m - C l y 1
This solution is given in term s of x ,y  and ip and can be set to a constant to get 
y  =  y(x,ipo,ipo).  If the sym m etry generators satisfy [ X \ , X 2] =  0 then another
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first integral would be given by
tp(x, y ,y ' )  =  J
dx dy  dy 1
1 y ' oo
6  m  V2
Example:  Given the differential equation
3 v12
y" = | — -2 y
We know that the sym metries X \  =  and X 2 =  ^  comm ute. For the
second integration strategy we need A  as described above
Then we get the solution tp from
1 y ' l y l2 y 1
0 y y ' ~  ~ 2
1 0 0
dx dy dy'
1 y ' 32 y
[ 0 y y 'J A
— f  (1 dx +  4 — 2—y yU
= 1 / i yx  +  4 —
y
and 0  from
ip (x , y , y ' )  =  J
- I
dx dy  dy'
1 ✓ I f
1 0 0
(—3 - d y  +  2 —dy')
y y
=  — 3 In y  4- 2 In y ' .
Taking tp and tp as constants leads to the solution
a
y (x +  b)2
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2.4.4 Integration S trategy  for Second Order Differential equations with more
than two Point  Symmetr ies
A second order differential equation can have up to eight Lie point sym metries 
and if there is a two-parameter group of transformations the solution can be 
found via line integrals as shown in the previous section. A differential equation 
may admit a group of symmetries that does not contain a a two-parameter 
group of transformations. This is the case if the Lie group has the commutators 
[ X i , X 2 ] — X s ,  [X 2 ,X^\ — X \  and [X3 ,X i]  — X 2 ■ Then another strategy  
should be used. Since there is a linear relation
P 1 X 1 +  1^ 2 X 2 +  P3 X 3 +  uA  =  0 
the equation can be written as
X i  =  y, y ' ) X 2 +  ip(x, y, y ' ) X  3 +  v(x,  y, y ) A  
where <p and ip are first integrals which satisfy Aip — 0 and Aip — 0.
2.5 Summary
In th is chapter we have given the definition and properties of point sym m e­
tries. M ethods how to find symmetries of a given differential equation have 
been explained and illustrated with examples. Finally it has been shown how  
sym m etries can be used in integration strategies. The use of sym m etries for 
the integration of differential equations has the benefit that they make it pos­
sible to have a system atic approach. Therefore, sym metries can also be used in 
computerized integration procedures.
3. INTRODUCTION TO DIFFERENTIAL FORMS
Another way of investigating differentia] equations and their sym metries is given 
by using the language of forms. This chapter gives an introduction to differential 
forms from basic definitions. The exterior derivative and closed and exact forms 
are explained. Although the theory can be developed quite generally we will 
restrict definitions and examples to low values of the degree of the form, because 
of the applications we have in mind.
3.1 Definition of Differential Forms
T his section gives a definition of differential forms by first defining alternating 
p-forms. Contraction and wedge-product are explained, leading to the definition 
of differential forms.
3.1.1 Alternat ing p-forms 
Let V  be an n-diinensional vector space over R. A map
rj : V p i—> R
is then called alternating p-form if it has the following properties [8], [11]:
•  p is p-linear, that is linear in each argument
•  p is alternating, that is for 1 <  i <  j  <  p  it satisfies
7] ( v i , . . . , v it . . . , V j , . . . , V p )  =  - 7}(v 1,  . . . , V i - 1, V j , V i + 1, . . . , V j - i , V i , V j  +  1 , . . . , V p ) .
A  1-form p : V  R satisfies the conditions for a general linear map. For all u 
and v  of V  and all a of R
•  p(it +  v)  =  p(u) +  p(u)
•  p(a v )  =  a p(u).
The set of all linear maps p : V  R is called the dual vector space to the vector 
space V  and denoted V * .
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3.1.2 Contract ion of  a differential form
The contraction of a differential form is an operator denoted by J . If 77 is a
p-form and v £  V , then v\r) is a (p — l)-form  defined by
(uj 77) (ui , v 2,..., V(p - 1)) =  r](v,v1 , v 2 , . . . 1 vp).
Examples:
•  rj is a one-form: v\  77 =  7 7 ( 0 )
•  77 is a two-form: ( r ’J r 7 ) ( ^ i )  =  p(n,t7i)
•  77 is a three-form: (wJ^Xfi, 772) =  77(77, 771, 772)
3.1.3 The wedge-product  A of  alternating p-forms
Let V  be a real vector space and let 77 be a p-form and u> a qr-form. Then the
wedge product of 77 and ui defines an alternating (p +  g)-forin.
Examples:
•  for p =  0 : let 77 =  c, then
77 A to =  CU!
•  for p =  1 and <7 =  1 :
(7 7  A w ) ( v i , v 2 )  =  r i ( v i ) u ( v 2 )  - T 7 ( v 2 ) u ( v i )
•  for p — 2 and q =  1 :
(77 Aw) (171,172, V3) =  77(ui)w(u2,V3) “  , 773) +  77(773)01(771 , 172)
•  for p =  2 and <7 =  2 :
(77 A w )(l7!, 1 7 2 ,  7 7 3 , 7 7 4 )  =  77(l71,172)w(l73, 174) +  7 7 ( 7 7 3 ,  174 )w (l7i , 172 )  -  77(l71 , 773 ) w ( t 7 2  , 774  )
-^ (V 2,u 4 )w(l7l, 173) +  77( t ; i ,  774 )u7(l72, V3 ) +  77(^2 , 173)07(77! , 774)
Let e i, . . . ,e n be a basis of the 77-dimensional real vector space V.  Then a basis 
for the dual vector space V* is given by 51, . . . . ,5n where 5l (ej)  =  6 ij.
The alternating p -forms 8 11 A ... A 5lp with 1 <  <  ... <  ip <  n  are a basis of
the space of 79-forms on V  and each alternating 79-form can be written as
V =  ^ 2  a i i - i vS11 A A 8lp, R
l< il <...<ip<n
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3.1.4 Differential forms on an n-dimensional manifold
A differential form of degree p or p-form rj on the n-dimensional manifold M  is 
given by the map
V ■ m  - » T( U  (t ; m ))
x £ M
see 18], [14], Each i f M  has an alternating p-form
Vx ■ (TXM ) P -> R.
Let P  be a point in R n . Then a differential form at P  is an expression
^ ^  g f fdxhl A  dx*12 A ... A dxhp
where the a // are constants and H  is the multi index h i, . . . ,hp .
Let U  be an open subset of R n . A p-form on U is obtained by choosing a p-form 
at each point of U . Hence a p-form 6 has the representation
6 =  a / / (x i ,  . . . ,xn)dxhl A dxh2 A ... A d x hp
where a / / ( x i , . . . , x n) are sm ooth functions on U.
The wedge-product  on differential forms
Let M  be an n-dimensional manifold. Then the wedge product of differential 
forms on M  is the map
p  <7 p+q
A: A x A ^  A '
It is defined for each point x  6 M  by
( 7/ A o j ) x  =  ?/x A L0 X .
For each real vector space V  the direct sum
0 0  p
A  = © A
P= 0
is a graded algebra under the wedge product A. The wedge product is
•  associative: (p A  u)  A  £ =  rj A  (to A £)
•  anti commutative: 77 A  to =  ( — l ) p'qu> A 77 for 77 from / \ q and u> from / \ p .
Examples:
A  differentia] 1-form on IR3 is an expression
a  =  A(x,  y, z )dx  +  B(x,  y, z )dy  +  C(x ,  y,  z )dz .
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A differential 2-form on M3 is an expression
/3 =  F(x,  y,  z )dy  A d z  +  G(x,  y, z )d z  A  dx  +  H(x ,  y, z )dx  A dy.
Their wedge-product is the 3-form
a  A (3 =  ( A F  +  B G  +  C H ) d x  A d y  A dz.
3.2 Exterior Derivative
T his section gives the definition of the exterior derivative, illustrated by exam­
ples.
[20], It takes a p-form 0  to a (p +  l)-form  dG.  If d\ and 6 2  are p-form and 
g-form respectively
Examples:
The exterior derivative of a function f ( x ,  y, z)  in K3 results in a 1-forin and is
Given a 1-form F(x ,  y, z )dx  +  G(x,  y, z )dy  -(- H(x ,  y , z )d z ,  then its derivative is 
a 2-form given by
d (F dx - \ -G dy+ Hd z ) =  (Gx —Fy)dxAdy-\ -(Hy —G z) d yA dz + ( F 2 —H x)dzAdx.
The exterior operator d  applied to a 2-form results in a 3-form which is an 
expression f ( x ,  y , z ) d x  A d y  A  d z , generated by
d (F dy  A  dz  +  Gdz  A  dx +  Hdx  A  dy)  =  (Fx +  G y +  H z )dx A d y  A  dz.  
For each p-form 6  it is true that
3.2.1 Definition
The exterior derivative is a map
p p+i
d(0\  +  6 2 ) — dd\  T  dd2
d { 6 1 A 0 2) =  dd 1 A d2 +  ( ~ l ) pdi A  dd2.
;iven by
d(dd) =  0.
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For example if a 0-form is given by a real valued function f ( x , y ,  z )  this means 
d ( d f ) =  0, which can be shown by
d ( d f )  — ( f y X  f x y ) d x  A  d y  -f- ( f Z y  f y z ) d y  A d z  -(- ( f x z  f z x ) d z  A d x  — 0.
Considering the example of a 1-form 6 =  Fd x  +  Gdy  +  H d z  then d(dd)  =  0, 
because
d(dd) =  [G xz -  Fyz +  H yx -  G zx 4- Fzy -  H xy\dx A d y  A d z  =  0.
3.2.2 Closed and exact forms  
A closed form is a differential p-form a  satisfying
d a  — 0 .
An exact form is a differential form (p  +  l)-form  a  satisfying
a  =  dp
for some p-form p.  Hence, each exact form is closed, because
da  =  d(dp)  =  0.
However, closed does not imply exact.
3.3 Differential Equations in the language of forms
A differential equation can be formulated by a set of differential forms, proceed­
ing as follows. The derivatives of the dependent variables are to be defined as 
new variables. If the given differential equation is linear in the highest deriva­
tive, then it can be given as a set of quasi-lineax first order differential equations 
from which relations between the differentials can be obtained. These relations 
will lead to the set of differential forms, representing the original differential 
equation as a differential ideal I  < / \  with d l  C I.
Example:  Consider an ordinary differential equation y " '  — s (x , y ,  y ' , y " ) .
Then an equivalent set of first order equations is
d y  d p  d u i
d x  d x  ’ d x
From the relations d y  =  p d x ,  d p  =  u > d x  and d u  =  s d x  the equivalent system  
of 1-forms can be obtained as
Q\ — dy — p d x  
0 2  =  dp — u  dx
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ds =  du — s dx.
For the differential equation A =  dx +  pdy +  u>dp +  sdw the above forms then  
satisfy
Ajd t  = A \ 6 2 =  A j d 3 = 0 .
T his system  is closed, because
dd\ — —dp A  dx  =  dx  A 6 2
d02 — —du  A dx  =  dx  A ds
dds  — —d s  A d x  =  S y d x  A d\  +  s p d x  A d 2 4- s ^ d x  A d s .
3.4 Summary
In th is chapter we have given an introduction to differential forms from basic 
definitions. The basic concepts of wedge product, exterior derivative and closed  
and exact forms have been explained. Differential forms are a powerful tool 
for the study of differentia] equations. Their utilization is illustrated in the  
following chapters.
4. DIFFERENTIAL FORMS AND SYMMETRIES
T his chapter is an introduction to how the language of differential forms can be 
used in the theory of symmetries. The Lie Derivative will be defined. It will be 
explained how forms can be used to find symmetries. Furthermore there will 
be detailed illustrations regarding concrete system s of forms. Simple equations 
have been chosen because Clairaut and generalized Clairaut equations w ill be 
treated as reductions of these simple systems.
4.1 Definition and Properties of Lie Derivative
The Lie derivative of an object cr describes the infinitesimal change along a path, 
determined by a vector field V.  It is denoted as L y (a ) .
Lie derivat ive of  vector fields: If V  and W  are vector fields on M  then the Lie
derivative of W  with respect to V  is in coordinate representation
) ^ r
where ( ),j =  g fj (  )- Hence the Lie derivative of a vector is again a vector and 
is denoted by the Lie bracket of V  and W
L V ( W ) =  [V,W].
Lie derivat ive o f  functions: The Lie derivative of a function or 0-form /  is then
the directional derivative with respect to V
L y f  =  V \ d f  =  v i f , i .
Lie derivat ive o f  differential forms: Let cr be a differential form and V  be a
vector field on M ,  then
L v (<r) =  V \ ( d e )  +  d (V \a ) .
The Lie derivative of a p-form cr is again a p-form.
Further properties:
Lv{acr +  bu) =  aLy(cr) +  bLv{oj)
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Ly(dcr)  =  d L v (o ’)
Ly (c rA u i ) =  (Lycr) A uj +  a  A ( L y u )
L v { W \ a )  =  [V , W] \a  +  W \ ( L v a)
where a and b are constants.
4.2 Using differential forms to find symmetries
Consider an ordinary differential equation F(x ,  y, y ' , ..., y ^ )  =  0. It can be  
formulated using the language of differential forms. Then the equation is rep­
resented by a set of forms,
6\ =  dy  — pdx
&2 — dp  — udx
dn+1 =  dF.
To obtain the sym metries of the given set of forms a vector field V  has to be 
found that determines a flow under which the ideal of forms di is invariant. This 
is the case when
•  the Lie derivative of di vanishes, Lyd{  — 0, or
•  the Lie derivative is linear in the forms di, i =  1, ...,n , that is
j
where the A j are general functions.
Then the vector field V  represents the direction of an infinitesimal sym m etry  
transformation.
4.3 Symmetries of First Order Differential Equations
4.3.1 Symmetr ies  o f  F ( x , y , p )  =  0
A general first order differential equation is given by F(x ,  y , p )  where p =  y ' . It 
is equivalent to the system
d\ =  dy — pdx
d2 =  dF.
The system  adm its a sym metry
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where X ,  Y  and P  are functions of x, y  and p,  if V satisfies the sym m etry 
conditions
L y d 1 — An^i +  Ai2$2 
L y d  2 =  A21^1 +  A22^2-
4.3.2 Symmetr ies  o f p =  f ( x , y )
A first order differential equation where the highest derivative can be isolated is 
given by F ( x , y , p ) =  p  — f ( x ,  y) — 0 with p  =  y ' . It is equivalent to the system
d\ =  dy — fdx.
The system  adm its a sym m etry
d  d  
V =  X T p Y lTy
where X  and Y  are functions of x  and y, if V  satisfies the sym m etry condition
L y d  i =  Ai^i
from which we get
L v e x =  VJ (dx A df) +  d (Y  -  f X )  =  \ i&i
( ~ f x X  — f y Y  — / X x +  Yx)dx -f (Yy — f X y )dy  =  —f \ xdx  +  Ai
which determ ines \ x ~ Y y — f X y . Therefore we get
X f x +  Y f y  - Y x -  fYy  +  f ( X x +  f X y ) =  0.
4.3.3 Symmetr ies  o f  y' =  0
The first order differential equation given by y' =  0 is equivalent to the system
dx =  dy.
The sym m etry condition above is then
0 =  Yx .
The general solution of y' =  0 is known to be y =  / ,  where I  is a constant. A 
general sym m etry is given by
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N ote that J0i =  0 is true for all a  so a (x ,  y)-§^ . is the characteristic sym metry 
which can be neglected. The symmetry condition is then
L y d  i =  Ai#i
which gives
leading to the conditions
da  i =  X \d l
c i , /  — Ai 
c i )X =  0
which are satisfied for any function a \  (7). This determines the general sym metry  
a s
d y
where cti is an arbitrary function of y .
4.4 Symmetries of Second Order Differential Equations
4.4.1 Symmetr ies  o f  F(x,y ,p,u>)  =  0
A general second order differential equation is given by F { x , y , p , u )  where p  =  
y ' , u> =  y" . It is equivalent to the system
01 =  dy  — pdx
d2 =  dp — u dx
03 =  dF.
The system  adm its a sym metry
d  d  d  dv  = x — + Y — + p — + n —
d x  d y  d p  du>
where X , Y , P  and fI are functions of x, y, p  and cj, if V  satisfies the sym metry
conditions
L y d  ] =  An0] +  Ai202 +  Ai303
7/y02 =  A2101 +  \ 2 2 d2 +  A2303
L y d  3 =  A3101 +  A3202 +  A3 3 0 3 .
4.4.2 Symmetr ies  o f  or =  f ( x , y , p )
A  second order differential equation where the highest derivative can be isolated  
is given by F ( x , y , p ,  u )  =  u> — f ( x ,  y , p ) — 0 with p  =  y 1, u> =  y" . It is equivalent
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to the system
81 =  dy — pdx
&2 =  dp — fdx.
The system admits a symmetry
O d d  
V =  X —  +  Y —  +  P —  
dx dy  dp
where X,  Y  and P  are functions of x, y and p, if V  satisfies the symmetry 
conditions
L y d  i =  An^i +  Ai2$2 
Ly d  2 =  A21$1+A2202
from which we get
L y d i =  V\ ( dx f\ dp) +  d( Y — p X)  =  X\\d\ +  \12d2
-  ( - P  +  YX -  p X x)dx +  (Yy -  p X y)dy +  (Yp -  p X p)dp +  (Yw -  pXj )dw
=  ( —p A n  -  f X n )d x  +  (A n )d y  +  (X12)dp
which determines P  as
P  -  Yx +  p(Yy -  p X y  -  X x ) +  f ( Y p -  PX p).
We also get
L yd  2 =  V \ ( d x A d f )  + d ( P - f X )  =  A2i^i + A2202
=  ( - f xX  -  f yY  -  f pP  -  f X x +  Px)dx +  (Py -  f X y)dy +  (Pp -  f X p)dp
=  (-PA21 -  fX22)dx +  (A2i)dy +  (A22)dp
which determines A21 =  Py — f X y and A22 =  Pp — f  ■X p. Therefore we get
X f x  +  Y f y  +  P f p — Px — pPy — f P p +  f ( X x +  p X y  +  /  X p) =  0 .
4 .4.3 Symmetries of y" — 0
The second order differential equation given by y" =  0 is equivalent to the 
system of
d\ =  dy — pdx
02 =  dp.
The symmetry conditions above are then
P  =  Yx + P{Yy -  p X y  -  X x )
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0 — Px +  pPy-
Suppose that X  and Y  depend only on x and y, then the system breaks into 
components
0 = Yxx
0 =  —X xx 4- 2 Yxy
0 -  —2 X y X +  Yyy
0 — Xyy
with the solution
X  — a \xy  +  CL2y +  a8x 2 +  04a: +  05
Y  — a8xy  +  aex + a i y 2 +  a7y +  a8
where a\,  ..., a8 are constants. This is the eight-parameter group of point 
symmetries of y" — 0 . If we want to get not only point symmetries, a different 
approach is needed. A general solution of y" — 0 is known to be y =  I \x  +  I2,
where 7i and I2 are constants, and the space of solutions is therefore given in
coordinates
=  I \ X  +  I 2
=  h -
Changing coordinates from (x , y , p ) to (x, T\ — p, I2 — V ~  Px ) transforms the 
above system  into
6\ — xd l i  +  (II2
d2 = d l i  ■
Symm etry condition for a general sym metry
V  — a ( x , I i , I 2) —  +  cr i (I i , I2)-gj -  +  cr2( / i , / 2 )^ r -
with a (x ,  I i ,  I 2) ^  as the characteristic part is then
L y d  1 = An<9i + Ai2^2
L y d  2 = A21^ 1 + A22$2-
For 6*i this gives
xdcri +  d a 2 =  (A nx +  \ \ 2 ) d h  +  (A n ) d l 2 
leading to the conditions
x &ili 1 +  02,/j — A11X +  A12
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x  crl , / 2 +  a 2 , h  ~
X<TltX+02 , x  =  °-
For &2 this gives
d&\ — (\2\X +  ^22)dl\ +  {^2l)dl2 
leading to the conditions
0 i,/j  =  A n x +  A12
^1,72 “  1^1
°l ,x  =  0
which are satisfied if cri and 02 are arbitrary functions of I\ and I2. Transforming 
back to coordinates (x , y , p ) determines the symmetry V — X +  Y +  P-§  ^
as the general symmetry
Q d  
y  =  (a1x +  CT2) - + „ 1-
where a\  and 02 are arbitrary functions of p and y — px  and X  =  0 .
Note that a symmetry
V  =  X ( x , y ) ±  +  Y { x , y ) ±
has the same action on solutions of a given differential equation as
V =  IY(x,y) -  X(x,y)p]^~ .
Since oq and 02 are arbitrary, the symmetry generator above includes cases in 
which Y (x, y , p ) =  oqx+o^ is linear in p  and can be written as Y{x,  y ) —X (x ,  y)p. 
Then the admitted symmetry
V =  Y( x, y , p) -  
dy
is a point symmetry.
4.5 Symmetries of Third and Higher Order Differential Equations
4 .5.1 Symmetries of F(x,y,p,u>,s) — 0
A general third order differential equation is given by F ( x , y , p , u , s )  =  0 where 
p =  y f  u — y" and s  =  y"'. It is equivalent to the system
61 =  dy — pdx
62 =  dp — u>dx
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03 =  du — sdx
04 =  dF.
The system admits a symmetry
d  d  d  d  d
V  =  +  P JF +  n 7 T  +  S 7Tox  oy op ou> os
where X ,  Y ,  P,  fl and S  are functions of x, y, p , u> and s, if V  satisfies the 
symmetry conditions
L y d  1 =  A n 0 i +  Ai202 +  Ai3 0 3  +  Ai4 0 4
L y d  2  =  A2101 +  A2202 +  A23$3 +  A2404
L y d $  =  A3 i 0 i -f A3202 +  A3 3 0 3  +  A3 4 0 4
L y d ±  =  A4 10! +  A4202 +  A4 3 0 3  +  A4 4 0 4 .
4 .5.2 Symmetries of s =  f (x,  y ,p ,u )
A third order differential equation where the highest derivative can be isolated 
is given by F(x,y,p, co, s)  =  s — f ( x , y , p , u )  =  0 where p =  y ' , u> =  y" and 
s =  y'". It is equivalent to the system
01 =  dy — pdx
02 =  dp — udx
03 =  du — fdx.
The system admits a symmetry
d  d  d  dv  = x — +Y— + p — + n —
ox oy op ou>
where X , Y , P  and fl are functions of x , y, p and u>, if V  satisfies the symmetry
conditions
L y d \  ~  An0i + Ai202 + Ai3 03
T y  02  =  A2 101 +  \ 2 2d2 +  A 23$3
Lydj, = A3101 + A3202 + A3303
from which we get
L v 0 i  =  V \  ( d x  A d p )  +  d ( Y  — p X )  =  A n 0 i  +  Ai202 +  A i 3 0 3  
( - P  +  Y X  -  p X x ) d x  =  { - p X u  ~  ^ A i 2 -  f \ u ) d x  
+ ( Y y  —  p X y ) d y  +  (Y p  —  p X p ) d p  + ( A n ) d y  +  (A i2)dp  
+  { Y W - p X w ) d u j  + (A i3 )d u ;
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which determines P  as
P  =  YX +  p{Yy -  p X y  -  X x) +  a,{YP -  PX p) +  f ( Y „  -  p X u ).
We also get
L y d 2 =  V\ (dx  A duj) +  d (P  — ujX)  =  A2i$i +  \22d2 +  ^23^3
( - f l  +  Px -  u X x)dx -  (-pA 2i -  wA22 -  f \ 2 s)dx  
+  (Py -  lo X y )dy  +  (Pp -  LoXp)dp +(A2i )dy  +  (A22)dp
-\~(Pui — u>Xw)dxjj -\-(\2 %)du)
which determines fl as
fl =  Px 4- p (P y — w X x) +  u (P p — U)Xp — X x) +  f ( P u — p X w).
Finally, we get
Lydz — V\ (dx A df) +  d(fl — f X )  =  A31$1 +  A32#2 +  A33#3
( ~ f xX  -  f yY  -  fpP  -  f w -  f X x +  Llx)dx =  ( -pXsi  -  L0X32 -  f \33)dx  
+  (fly -  f X y)dy +  (Lip -  f X p)dp +(A3i )dy +  (A32)dp
+  (flu — f X ^ d u  +(A33 )dui
which determines A31 — f l y — f  X y , A32 =  Llp — f X p and A33 = f2w — f  X w.
Therefore we obtain
X f x d - Y f y -\ -Pfp-\ -Ll fU) — Llx —pLly —ujLlp — f LlUj - \ - f ( X x d - p X y - \ - u j X p - \ - f X w) =  0.
4 .5.3 Symmetries of y'" =  0 
The third order differential equation given by y'" — 0 is equivalent to the system
6 \ =  dy — p dx
6 2  =  dp — u  dx
6 3  =  du.
The symmetry conditions above are then
P  =  Y x + p ( Y y - p X y - X x ) + u ( Y p - p X p )
LI - Px +  p(Py — u X x) +  u ( P p — u X p  — X x)
0 =  Llx -)- pLly T  uLlp
which leads to a system of PDEs.
A general solution of y'" — 0 is known to be y — k h x2 +  ?2X +  h ,  where /*, I2
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and 13 are constants, and the space of solutions is therefore given in coordinates
y  =  +  h x  +  h
p — h x  +  h
to =  11.
Changing coordinates from (x , y,p,u>) to (x, I\ =  u>, I2 =  p —ojx, I3 =  y-\-\ojx2 — 
px)  transforms the above system into
6\ =  - x 2dl \  +  xd /2 +  d l 3
62 =  xdl \  -f d l2
63 =  d h .
Symmetry condition for a general symmetry
V =  c r i ( h , l 2,h) -K7~ +  ff2 ( h , h , h ) - ^ r  +  crz { h , h , h ) - ^ r011 012 U13
neglecting the characteristic part, is then
L a8i =  cr\ddi +  d(V \ 0i) — Xndi +  \i283 +  Xi3d3
for i =  l ,  2, 3 .
For 6\ this gives
^ x 2dai +  xda2 +  da3 =  (A n ^ x2 +  Ai2x +  \ i 3)dli  +  (Anx +  \ \ 2 ) d h  +  (A n )d /3 
leading to the conditions
1 2 1 2
2 X  +  xcr2 , / 1 + cr3 , / 1 — ^ n 2 X +  '^12:E +  A13
1 2
2 X  a i d 2  X<T2 , / 2 +  CT3 , T 2 —  A11X +  A12
2 x 2  a l , I 3 +  X£72 , / 3 +  < *3 , I 3 =  A l l
1 2
- X  (Ti  jX +  X f f 2 ,x +  * 3,x  =  0 .
For 62 this gives
xd&i +  dcr 2 =  (A2 i ~ x 2 +  \ 2 2 x  +  X2 3)d l \  4- (A21X 4- A22 )d /2  +  (A2i)d /3  
leading to the conditions
1 2
xcrl , / 1 + cr2 , / 1 =  A21 2 X +  A222: +  A23
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x  <J 1 , I 2 +  <72 , I 2 ~  A21X +  A22
x <71,I3 +  a 2,I3 =  A21
X(7l,x +  a 2,x =  0.
For $3 this gives
dcr 1 — (A31-X2 +  A32X +  Xz2,)dl\ +  (A31X +  Xz2)dl2 +  (Xsi)dls 
leading to the conditions
a i,h =  A31-x2 + A32X +  A33
a \, l2 — A31X +  A32
O-l./a =  A3I
‘Tl.x =  0
which are satisfied for <j\ , 02 and 03 as arbitrary functions of /1 , I2 and I3. 
Transforming back to coordinates (x,y,p,u>) determines the symmetry V =  
X lk  +  Y  Ff, +  P lk  +  93 the general symmetry
T. A  2 \ 9  t \ 9  9V  =  ( - a lX +CT2x  +  <T3) - + ( a 1 I  +  a 2) ^  +  f f l s ;
where a  1, 02 and 03 are arbitrary functions of u,  p — u x  and y + ^u;x2 — px  and 
X =  0.
Point symmetries are given if Y( x , y , p ) =  ^ i x 2 +  02X +  0-3 is linear in p  and 
can be written as Y( x , y )  — X( x, y) p.
4.5.4 Symmetries of  F(x,  y, y ' , y",..., </77')) =  0
A general nth order differential equation is given by F ( x ,y , y " ,y " ' , ..., y =  0 
and is equivalent to the system
Q\ =  dy — y'dx
62 =  dy' — y" dx
0(n+1) =  dF.
The system admits a symmetry
9 , v  9 , v / 9 , v // 9 , , \ s ( n )  9V  =  X —  +  T —  +  Y ' —  +  Y " —~  +  ... +  T (n)
dx  d y  dy'  dy" dy(™)
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where X ,  Y ,  Y', . . . ,  Y ^  are functions of x, y, y',..., y^n\  if V  satisfies the 
symmetry conditions
L v d  i  =  A n ^ i  +  A i 2 ^ 2  +  • • •  +  A i ( „ - | _ i ) 0 ( „ + i )
L v & ( n + 1 )  =  A ( n + i ) i ^ l  +  A ( n + i ) 2  +  +  A ( n + i ) ( n + i ) 0 ( n + i ) .
4.5.5 Symmetr ies  o f  y ^  =  0 
The nth order differential equation given by y(n) =  0 is equivalent to the system
d\  =  dy — y dx
02 =  dy1 — y" dx
«(»+!) =
The method used for second and third order equations can be continued for 
higher order equations. The general solution of y ^  =  0 is known to be
; I \  Y™ 1  +  - - - - - - - - - —r r I 2 2  +  . . .  +  —  I n —2 x 2  +  I n — l  x  +  I n* (n — 1)! 1 (n -  2)! ' "  ' 2!
where I\,  I2, ... In are constants, and the space of solutions is therefore given 
in coordinates
I \ Xn 1 +  ^ ----2)T^2 xTl 2 Y ■■■ +  ~y In-2 x 2 +  In-  1 x +  In
1
y (n -  1)!
1
y ' (n — 2)!
(N1£
=  /1 x +  I 2
y ( n - l ) =  h -
11 X n   ^ +   - - - - - - - -   I 2 X™ ^  +  . . .  +  I n —2 x  +  I n — 1( n - 3)
Following the method used for lower values of n we then find a general symmetry 
+ . . .
t \ ® ®+  {<xix +  cr2) a ,n_ n  +  °T
Q y { n - 2 )
where <Ti, 02, ..., cr(n) are arbitrary functions of
/ ,  =  y<"-»
h  = y("~2) -  J n
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h  =  -  h x
=  y +  ( n -  I ) !711” 1 “  (n  -  2 )!721" 2 ~  ~  2 /<n_2)l2 -
4.6 Summary
This chapter introduced to a method to find symmetries using differential forms. 
The method was illustrated for simple examples of the form y ^  =  0 . Their 
symmetries could be determined and these results are useful for further investi­
gations on differential equations with singular solutions.
5. CLAIRAUT AND GENERALIZED CLAIRAUT EQUATIONS
This chapter gives an introduction to differential equations with singular solu­
tions. Special emphasis is on the known example of a Clairaut equation and its 
generalizations, as we aim to consider generalized Clairaut equations as reduc­
tions of equations y ^  =  0.
5.1 Clairaut equation
A Clairaut equation is a first order differential equation given by
F(x,  y , p)  =  y -  xp -  f ( p )  =  0
with p =  y ' . The method to find solutions for this kind of equation is described 
for example in [12] and [16]. Differentiating leads to
0 = %SX +
which is satisfied if either
• &  = 0 orax
•  X  +  f ( p )  =  0 .
Consider the first case, if =  0 is true, then a general integral is given by
y  =  cx +  / ( c )
where c is a constant. This solution describes a family of straight lines. If 
x  +  f ' {v )  — 0 is true, then another solution can be given by the two equations
0 =  x  4- f ' {p)  
y =  px  +  f (p) .
Eliminating p  leads to the envelope of the straight lines represented by the gen­
eral solution [6], [7]. This solution cannot be obtained by choosing a particular 
value for the constant c and is therefore called a singular solution.
Example: An equation is given by
F(x,  y , p )  =  y  px  — ( l /2 )p 2 =  0
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. Differentiating gives
0 =  u{x  +  p)
where ui =  ^ . If uj =  0, then y  =  c ix  +  C2 where c\  and c<i are constants 
satisfying F ( x , c \ X  +  C2 ,c i )  =  0. Therefore we get the solution
y =  cx +  ( l /2 ) c 2
where c is a constant. This is the general solution. Another solution is obtained  
by x + p  =  0 which inserted into the original equation gives y + x 2 — (1 /2 ) (—x ) 2 =  
0 which gives another solution as
y = - ( l / 2 ) x 2.
This solution is a singular solution as it is not part of the general solution. 
Figure 5.1 shows som e general solution curves and the singular solution of the 
exam ple equation.
Fig. 5.1: General and singular solution of y — px — (1 /2 )p2 =  0.
5.2 First order generalized Clairaut equation
5.2.1 Generalized Clairaut equation F ( p , y  — px)  =  0
A generalized Clairaut equation is given by F(j>,y — px)  =  0. Using the sam e 
m ethod as described above and differentiating the equation leads to
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Example:  An equation is given by
F ( x , y , p )  =  ( y - p x ) 2 - p 2 =  1.
Differentiating gives
0 =  u>(x(y -  \ox) +  p)
where ui =  ^2. If u  =  0, then y =  cyx +  C2 where c\  and C2 are constants 
satisfying F ( x , c \ x  -f C2 , c i )  =  0. Therefore we get the solution
(y  — cx)2 — c2 =  1
where c is a constant, which is the general solution. Another solution is obtained  
by x (y  — px)  + p  which leads to a singular solution
y 2 +  x 2 =  I
which is the unit circle as illustrated in figure 5.2 along with some general 
solution curves.
Fig. 5.2: General and singular solution of (y — px)2 — p2 =  1.
5.2.2 G o m s a t ’s generalized Clairaut equation
Generalizing the preceding example, a generalized Clairaut equation is described 
by Goursat [12]. Consider a curve for which the product of the distances from 
two points F  and F'  to its tangent is equal to a constant b2. The distance 
between the points F  and F'  shall be 2c, and the points shall be on the x-axis 
as shown in the sketch in figure 5.3. An equation
y  — px  =  k =  const
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Fig. 5.3: Sketch of Goursat’s generalization.
represents the tangent. The distances d \  and d 2 from the points F\ — (—c, 0) 
and F2 =  (c, 0) to the tangent axe
j \<V-k \  _  \ - c p - k \
Ul —  , : U9 —  / ~  .
V p 2 +  1 VP2 + 1
Setting the product of the distances to a constant gives
d x d 2 =  b2
| A;2 — c2p21 
p2 +  1
« j^ .2 2 2
Suppose that Fi and F2 are on the same side of the tangent we get b = pi°+i 
and because k2 =  (y — px)2 we get the equation
(y — px)2 — c2p 2 =  b2(l +  p2).
The equation reduces to a Clairaut type equation of the form
y =  px  ±  'sf h2 T  a2p 2
where a2 — b2 +  c2. The general solution is given by the family of straight lines
y =  C x ±  y/b2 +  a2 C 2.
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T he singular solution is determ ined by
y  — p i : — y jb2 +  a2p 2 =  0
° 2Px  +  —,. — 0
\Jb2 +  a 2p 2
from which we obtain a solution as the equation of a general ellipse
as illustrated in figure 5.4.
Fig. 5.4: Ellipse for a =  3 and 6 = 2 .
Goursa t ’s 2nd generalization:  Goursat [12] also mentions another example of
generalizing a Clairaut equation. It is given as the system
F ( y  — px,  z — qx , p ,q )  =  0
G (y  — px,  z — qx,p,  q) =  0
where p  =  y' and q =  z ' . Differentiating these equations w.r.t. x gives the 
relations
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5.3 Second order generalizations of Clairaut equation
1 ~2 \y  t  -
A generalized Clairaut equation is given by
5.3.1 Generalized Clairaut equation F ( y  +  \ x 2u) — p x , p  — u j x , u j )  =  0
F(y  +  ^ x2uj — px ,p  — u>x,uj) =  0
where p =  y' and u> =  y". Similarly to treating first order generalizations, we 
differentiate the equation which leads to
F(y + - x 2u} — px,p  — ujx,<j ) =  0
d F , 1 2
—  [y +  - x  t o - p x , p - u x , t j )  =  0.
ou> 2
Example:  An equation is given by
F — y-\- ^ x2oj - p x  +  p - u j x  +  f(uj).
Differentiating leads to
0 =  s ( - x 2 — x  +  lo)
where s =  ^ l. If s =  0 , then y =  \ c \ x 2 +  C2X +  C3 and c\, C2 and C3 are constants
satisfying F(x,  \ c \ x 2 +  C2X +  C3, c\x  +  C2, ci) =  0, i.e.
1 9-Cj +  c2 +  c3 =  0
must hold. The family of parabolas given by y =  \ c \ x 2 +  C2X +  C3 is the 
general solution. The general solutions in the (x,y,p)-space are given by the 
two-parameter family
y =  c2{x -  1) +  ^ ci(x 2 -  ci) 
p =  c2 +  Ci x.
I f ^ x 2 — x d- u — 0 then we get a first order differentia] equation
1 2 1 3 1 4 oy + p  - p x  -  - x  + - x  - - x  = 0
which can be integrated and the singular solution is then
w 1 o 1 9 1 1 1 . const
y =  (1 — x)( — x — - x  — - x  — +
24 8 8 8 (x — 1) 1 —x
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5.4 Higher order generalizations of Clairaut equation
Higher order generalized Clairaut equations are given by
F ( h , I 2, . . . , I „ ) =  0 
where the I \ ,  I 2, ■■■, In are given by
h  = y(n-1)
h  =  y (n- 2 ) - / i x
(n_3) -  \ h x 2 -  h x13 =  y  2
h  =  y {n~4) - ^ h x 3 - ± I 2x 2 - I 3x
In =  V +  ( n -  l ) ! /lX’n 1 _  (n -  2 ) ! /2X'n 2 _  _  ~jI hl- 2')x2 ~  k ^ ) x -
A  Clairaut equation is the special case where n — 2. The general solution can 
be given as
v =   __ x n + __ ^ __  n - l ,  C(n~2) 2 , nx + c„
y ( n - l ) !  (n — 2 )! 2 ! (ti" D n '
Note that the I \ ,  I2, In are integrals of y ^  — 0. Singular solutions appear 
in higher order generalizations and can be investigated similarly to the case of 
a Clairaut equation [17].
5.5 Summary
In this chapter we investigated the Clairaut equation and explained how the  
general and singular solutions can be obtained. We introduced generalizations of 
the Clairaut equation and determined general and singular solutions for example 
equations with low order. Finally we outlined higher order generalized Clairaut 
equations.
6. SYMMETRIES OF CLAIRAUT AND GENERALIZED 
CLAIRAUT EQUATION
In this chapter Clairaut and generalized Clairaut equations are investigated  
from the sym m etry point of view. Their sym metries are determined by using 
findings of the previous chapter. Symmetries of the general and sym metries of 
the singular solution of a Clairaut-type equation are distinguished.
6.1 Symmetries of a Clairaut equation
6.1.1 General Symmetr ies  o f  a Clairaut equation
For determ ining the sym m etries of a Clairaut equation we look at the equation 
y" =  0 and its sym metries. A s mentioned in a previous chapter it has the  
general integral y =  Iyx  +  I 2 so that 1\ — p  and I 2 — y — px.  The characteristic 
vector field is
Y -  9 + 9
X c ~ d i + P Ty
which satisfies L x cd =  0 for Q — dy —pdx .  We know that sym m etries of y" — 0 
are all vector fields of the form
« ( / . , / , ) £ + + t (*. A ,/ , ) £
where j ( x , I i , l 2 )dx is the characteristic part. We look at the sym metries gen­
erated by -Jjj- and -Jjj-.
generates the symmetry:
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generates the symmetry:
i.e.
P = P
y '  -  p 'x1 =  y - p x  +  e
5p =  0 , 5y
=> p' — p  =  0
=> y' -  y  =  p{x' - x )  +  e 
=  p5x  +  £
d
d f 2
Any XXC is a sym m etry and (A A C|A a function} is a Lie algebra ideal inside 
{cr\La0 =  0 (mod 0)}. So the characteristic sym m etries can be factored out 
to leave the noncharacteristic symmetry algebra [2], [3].
where h  =  p, I2 =  y  -  px,  ^  ~  x-§  ^ +  ^  These symmetries
permute elem ents of the general solution and the characteristic sym metries map 
each particular solution to itself.
Solutions to y" — 0 are all the straight lines in the (x, y)-space. They lift to 
straight lines in the (x, y ,p)-space where p  is the slope of the lines in the (x,y)~ 
space.
A Clairaut equation is given by y  — px  — f(p) .  In coordinates 7i, I 2 this is 
/ ( / 1) =  12- It is a choice of a one-parameter family of lines from the two- 
paraineter general solution of y" =  0. Symmetries of a Clairaut equation are 
therefore either the characteristic sym metry X  or sym metries which permute 
members of the one-parameter family. Such a sym m etry has the form a  =
a ! fh  +  P i th  a l lc  ^ m u s t  s a t i s f y  c r ( / ( / i )  — I 2 ) — 0.
This leads to a f  =  /?, hence we get a  — a ( - ^  +  Inserting the
sym m etries generated by and we get
which generates the flow
x =  0
V — x +  f ' (p)
p =  1 .
Hence we have
X — X'o
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y  =  x 0t +  f ( t  +  po) +  a, a =  y0 -  
p  -  t  +  po
which represents the map
V ] ■-» I y  +  x t  +  f {p )  -  f { p  -  t) )
P j  \  t + P  j
Then the general solution y  — cx +  / ( c )  with p — c will be mapped into
y  +  x t  +  / ( c )  -  f ( c  -  t) =  cx +  / ( c )
which leads to
y  =  ( c - t ) x  +  f  (c -  t).
Hence the sym m etry permutes the members of the general solution. 
Considering also the characteristic part, then sym metries of a Clairaut equation 
are given as
AAre +  a ( J -  +  / ' ( / i ) J - )
which equals
w  d  d  . d  d  .
X(d i + p a i ) +  °‘((x +  ! ) d i  +  a i ) -
6.1.2 Symmetr ies  of  the singular solution of  a Clairaut  equation
In forms the Clairaut equation F  — y —px — f (p )  =  0 is equivalent to the system  
© given by
d\ =  dy — pdx  
0 2 =  - ( i  +  f ' (p))dp.
0  has rank less than 2 when x - f  f  — 0. An ideal is given by the reduced system  
Q' =  ( - ( x  +  f { p ) ) d p ) .
A quotient ring is the quotient of a ring and one of its ideals [23], Considering
0  and the ideal 0 '  then the quotient ring is denoted as 0 / 0 ' .  It has elem ents
of 0  where © 7 =  0. This is the case if
•  x  +  / '  /  0  and dp =  0  or
•  x f  — 0  and dp /  0 .
If dp =  0, then p =  c, where c is constant and 0 / ( p  =  c) has then elem ents of 
(dy — cdx) .  This system  is closed. Since d(y  — cx)  =  0, a general solution is 
given by y  — cx — f ( c)  — 0 .
If x +  f  =  0, then 0 / ( x  +  / '  =  0) has elem ents of (dy +  pf"dp) .  T his system
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is also closed. Because of d(y  +  p f  — f )  — 0, a  singular solution is given by
y  + p f ' - f  ~  const.
x +  f  =  0 .
A s shown in the previous section sym metries of a Clairaut equation F(x ,  y , p ) =
■y — px  — f  (p) = 0  are given by
. d  d
a  =  a ( ( * + / ) ^  +  - ) .
Singular solutions of Clairaut are given by the two conditions:
F ( x , y , p ) =  y - p x - f ( p ) =  0 
d F
—  (x , y , p ) =  - x  -  f ' (p)  =  0 .
However, whilst
*(F)  =  {(x +  / ' )  A  +  =  (x +  / ' )  +  ( - x  -  / ' )  =  0
the action of cr on dpF  is
But a  is an equivalence class of vector fields in the factor algebra, so some XX C 
can be added to it. Therefore we get
(a  +  AX C)(F)  -  a (F)  +  XXC(F) =  0
and
07 +  \ x c) ( =  { ( i  +  / ' ) | -  +  ^  +  A ( A + p | . ) } ( - I _ / ' ( p ) )
= - / " ( P ) - A .
This is equal to zero for A =  — f"(p)-  Hence we can specify the sym m etries as
/ /\ d  d  ... d  d  .
a  +  A X c =  ( x  +  / ) ^  +  - -  /  ( ^ + p — )
from which we obtain
- r j u ( I + / _ p r ) ! + !
as the sym m etry of the singular solution.
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E xam ple: Let F  be given as th e  C la irau t equation  F ( x , y , p )  =  y  — p x  — \ p 2■
F igure  6.1 show s th e  general so lu tion  lines in th e  ( x , y , p )  space. T h e  p ro jection
Fig. 6.1: General solution in (x , y , p ) space.
onto th e  (x,  y)  p lane shows th e  singular so lu tion  as illu s tra ted  in figure 6.2. T he
singular so lu tion  is given if F  = 0 and Fp =  — x  — p = 0 is satisfied. Sym m etry
of th e  singular so lu tion  is
_  _ d _  d_ d_
d x  d y  dp
T he sym m etry  conditions are  satisfied because V ( F )  =  0 and V ( F P) =  0.
6.2 Symmetries o f F (p , y — px) — 0
6.2.1 General Symmetr ies  of  F(jp, y  — px ) =  0
G iven th e  first order differential equation  F ( p , y  — p x )  = 0 or F { I \ , l 2 ) =  0 in 
coord inates / 1 , I 2 . It is equivalent to th e  system  of 1-forms
61 -- dy  — p d x
e2 =  d{F) .
A sym m etry  has th e  form cr =  -f- and m ust satisfy a ( F ( I i ,  I 2)) =  0 .
T herefore  we get /? =  — a-py- leading to a  = — p y ~ - ^ ) .  T h e  sym m etry  o
is th en  given as
cr =  a ( ( x  -  — ) 7-— +  — )
F h  d y  dp
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Fig. 6.2: Singular solution in (x , y , p ) space, 
which genera tes th e  flow
x  =  0
F i iy  — x --------
F i 3
p =  1.
C onsidering th e  charac te ristic  p a r t , th en  th e  sym m etries of F ( p , y  — p x )  =  0 are 
given by
« .  +  « < ■ / „ / , ) ( £
which is equal to
5  5  F /. <9 5
A<a l  +  V  +  a ( p ’ y ~ p x W x  ~ W j d ~ y  +  d j '
6.2.2 S ym m etr ie s  o f  the  S ingular Solu tion  o f  F( p ,  y  — px )  =  0 
S ingular so lu tions of F(p,  y — px)  =  0 are  given by th e  two conditions:
F(p,  y — p x )  = 0
d F ,—  (p, y - p x )  =  0.
L et F i t be denoted  as F\  and  Fi2 as F 2 . A sym m etry
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applied to the first condition gives 
But for the second condition we get
Because a  is an equivalence class of vector fields in the factor algebra, some XX C 
can be added to it. This leads to
(a  +  X X C)(F) =  a {F)  +  A X C(F)  =  0
and
/ F \ . d  d  , . 9(a +  \ X c)(— ) =  { ( * - _ ) _  +  _  +  * ( _  + p — ) } (FP)
F2
This is equal to zero for
Fi
— {x y r ) Fpy +  Fpp +  A (Fpx +  p F 1p y j
A =  -
(X ~F,J )Fpy  +  Fpp
F p x  T  p F p y
Therefore the sym m etry of the singular solution can be given as
d  , Fi  x d  d
cr +  XX C — A—— b (x — —  +  Ap ) —— b —  
ox  F2 d y  op
for the above A.
6.2.3 Symm etries of  Goursa t’s generalizat ion
Goursat’s generalization of the Clairaut equation is given by y  =  pxdzy /b2 -f- a2p 2. 
This is equivalent to the system  © given by
Q\ =  dy — pdx
a?p
d2 =  - ( x  ±  - ■
y /b2 +  a2p 2
As shown in a previous section symmetries of a genera] Clairaut equation y —
px  +  f ( p )  are given by a  =  (x +  f')-§^ +  -§^ . Therefore sym m etries of G oursat’s
generalization should be determined by
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where any characteristic sym metries A (Jj + P ^ )  can be added. It must satisfy  
the sym m etry conditions
L a 9 \  —  A n ^ i  +  A i 2 # 2  ( 6 . 1 )
L a 0  2 =  A 2 1 ^ 1 + A 2 2 ^ 2 -  ( 6 - 2 )
Regarding 6.1 we get
a2v a2b2 4- a4v 2 -  a4v 4
o l ( - d p  A . f a )  +  d ( x + 7 = & = )  =  {b2+ J p2){J  =  A n *  +  A 12*
which is satisfied for
A n  =  0
a2b2 +  a4p 2 — a4p 4
Al2 = x(b2 +  a2p2)(3/ 2) +  a2p(b2 +  a2p 2)
Considering 6.2 we get
a 2 p  . .  a 2 b 2  4  a 4 p 2  — a 4 p 4  
a \ ( d P A d x ) + d ( - ( x +  —  - -  - ))  =   , } d p  =  A2 i^ i  +  A2 2 ^ 2
V o 2 +  a2p2 (o +  a V ) ( 7 ;
which is satisfied for
A2 1  =  0
a2 62 +  a4p 2 — a4p 4
A2 2  = a:(62 +  a2p 2)(3/ 2) +  a2p(b2 +  a 2p 2)
Sym m etries of the singular solution of an equation y  =  px  +  f (p )  are given by 
crs =  +  (x +  f  —pf")-§^ 4- ^  as mentioned in a previous section. In the
case of G oursat’s generalization we then get
, a2b2 +  a 4p 2 — a4p 4 . d  . a2p  a2b2 4 - a4p 2 — a4p 4 . d  d
° s =  (b2 4- a2p2)(3/ 2) ~dx ^  y /b2 +  aFfF (b2 +  a2p2)(3/ 2) ^  +  dp
as the sym m etry for the singular solution.
6.3 Symmetries of F(uj,p — ujx, y  4- \u x 2 — px) =  0
6.3.1 General Symmetr ies  of  F ( u , p  — ux,  y  4- ^ojx2 — px)  =  0
For determ ining the sym metries of the Clairaut equation we started by consid­
ering the sym metries of y" =  0. Similarly we now look at y =  0 to determ ine 
the sym m etries of the generalization
F(uj,p  — o j x , y +  2 iux2 ~  Px ) =  b-
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y '" — 0  has the general integral y — \ l \ x 2 +  I 2 X +  I 3 so that I\ =  u j , I2 =  p —ujx 
and I 3 =  y  +  \ u x 2 — px.  The characteristic vector field is
d  d  d
X c —   h p ~  h W — .
ox  Oy Op
Sym m etries of y'" — 0 axe all vector fields of the form
0 1 1 0 1 2 0 I 3  d l x
where S(x, I \ ,  I 2 , h ) d x is the characteristic part. We look at the sym metries 
generated by ^  and
-gj- generates the symmetry:
C0 — UJ UJ — C0 — £
p' — u j '  x' =  p — u j x  => p' — p  =  u j ( x '  — x) +  ex'
y' -f - u j ' x '2 — p'x'  =  y +  2 U x 2  ~  Px ^  u' ~  V =  2 tjJ(x ' ~  ^ x ' — x ) +  o £X'2'
Hence
5tJ  — £
5p =  u j 5 x  +  ex'
5y  =  p 5 x + - e x l2.
Then we get
d  . d  I 2 d  d  d
  =  x ------I-(nr H— x ) ---------1- [u j x  +  x )  1--------
d h  d x  2 ' d y  K ’ dp duj
1 2 d d  d
- x  —  +  x —  +  —  +  x X c.
2 dy  dp du
generates the symmetry:
h  —> h, h  —> h + £, I3 —> h
uj '  —  UJ => u j '  — =  0
P  — u j ' x '  =  P  —  UJX +  £  = >  P  — P  =  U j { x '  — x)  +  £
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y' +  -  p'x'  =  y +  - P x => y' — y =  -  x ) 2 +  p(x'  -  x) +  ex'.
Hence
Then we get
5u) — 0
5p =  u>5x +  e
5y — p5x +  ex ' .
d  . d  . . . <9 . . <9
  =  X  \- I 'DX +  X )  b  [LUX +  1 ) -----
d h  dx  ’ d y  K ’ dp
9 9 • v— XT. 1“ ‘S x X c. d y  dp
generates the symmetry:
h  —> h ,  h  —» h ,  h  —» -^ 3 +  £
ui' — u> => ui' — oi =  0
I I I  . / /_ / \
p  —  LU X  —  p  —  LUX  => p  ~  p  —  U ) [ X  —  X )
y' +  7} X x /2 -  p'x' =  y  +  TjUX-2 -  px  +  £ => y' -  y  — -  x ) 2 +  p(x' -  x)  +  £.
Hence
=  0  
5p =  <x<5:r 
<5y =  p5x +  £■
Finally we get
9  9  / •  ^ r -\ 9  9  v_  = x_  + (pI + ! ) _  + (wx)_  = _  + xXe.
The characteristic sym m etries can be factored out to leave the non characteristic 
sym m etry algebra.
< * { h , i 2 , h ) - £ r  +  P ( h  +  ^ 1 X 2 , h ) - ^ -d l 1 d i 2 dJs
where h  =  w, / 2 =  'P ~  w i,  ^3 =  y  +  \ ^ x2 ~  Px and ~  +  x ^
a  _a. 1 _9_ __9_ d_
9 /2  ^  9 y  9 p  ’ 9 /3  ^  d y '
Given an equation F(uj,p —uix,y  +  I w r 2 — px)  =  0 or F ( I \ , l 2 ,F i )  =  0 in
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coordinates I i ,  I 2 and I 3 .  It is a choice of a two-parameter family of parabolas 
from the three-parameter general solution of y'" =  0. Symmetries are either the  
characteristic sym m etry X c or sym metries of the form o  — o l - ^  +  
and must satisfy a { F ( I i , l 2 , I 3)) =  0 .
This leads to 7  =  — Q Xp f F2 and we get
d  d  a F i  +  /3 F 2 d
a = d h  d h  F3 d l 3
equal to
. 1 9 , aFi  +  PF2 s d  . d  d
*  =  ( a - x  +  0 x --------- --------- ) _  +  (* *  +  £ ) _ + 0 : ^ .
Considering the characteristic part, then sym metries of F(u>,p — o jx , y  +  \ w x 2 — 
px)  =  0  are
AXo+ » a
d l i  d l 2 F 3  d l 3
e q u a l to
\  t  9 9 9 \  /  1 2 /j  a ^ i  +  P F 2 . d  d  d
A( s i + VWV + + {o2x + /ix F ^ ]d-y + (ax + + “&y
6.3.2 Symmetr ies  of  the Singular Solution o f  F ( u > , p  —  u j x , y  +  ^ u j x 2  — p x )  =  0 
S in g u la r  s o lu t io n s  o f  F ( u , p — u ) x ,  y +  \ o j x 2  — p x )  =  0 are g iv en  b y  th e  c o n d itio n s :
F ( c j , p  —  u r x , y  + - t a x 2  —  p x )  =  0
d F , 1  9
—  (u ,p  - u x , y  +  - u j x  - p x )  =  0 .
Applying sym m etry
d d  aF i  +  PF2 d  
0  =  a —— +  p-
d l  1 d l 2 F3 d l 3
to the first condition leads to 
, r d  n d  oiF\ -fi PF2 d   ^ ^ aF\  -fi PF 2 _
a (F )  =  { a ar ,  + 0 w 2 — — ' m } F = a F l + m  F3 =  0
and is therefore satisfied. However
t d F \ r 9  , a 9  aF l  +  PF 2 d  OT^  aF i  +  PF 2 j.,
=  \ a ^ r + P - a r ----------- B-------X T s F“ =  a F i , i + P F i , 2---------- =------- F i,3 +  0.dp d l i  d l 2 F3 d l 3 F3
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Because o  is an equivalence class of vector fields in the factor algebra, some XXC 
can be added to it. The first condition is then still satisfied
(a +  XXC)(F)  =  a(F)  +  AX C(F) =  0.
For the second condition we get
, , _ _ , , d F .  , ,  1 o _ aFi +  PF2x d . d  d(„  +  « « ( — ) =  { ( a - x  + 0 x ----------^ ------ ) _ +  ( m : +  , , ) _ + Q_
+A(^ + P | ; + ‘J ^ ))(F“)
which is satisfied for
(a^x2 +  Px — aFlpJ3f'2 )Fujy +  (ax + P)Fu,p +  aF,'MU)
X =
Fu)x ~b pF^y T  ljF^p 
Symm etry of the singular solution is then  
. 1 2 a F i +  PF2, d d  d d d  d .
( a 2 x + 0 X  W ~ ] a i  +  (a x  +  0 ) d -p+ o ‘a ^  +  x ( T x + p Tv +  w e ? )
for the above A.
6.4 Symmetries of Higher Order Generalized Clairaut Equations
The m ethod introduced to determine sym m etries of F ( y  — px ,p )  — 0 and 
F(u),p — u x , y  +  \uix 2 — px)  =  0 can be applied to higher order generalized  
Clairaut equations. Symmetries of a generalized Clairaut equation
F ( / l , / 2l...,/n) = 0
where the 7 i, I2, 7n are
h  =  y (n~ l)
h  =  y (n_2) -  / 1  X
In =  v  +  J ^ \ h x ^ 1 - J ^ \ l 2 x n ~2 - - - \ I^ x ‘2 - In- l X
are then obtained as
d d d  a xFi +  a 2F2 +  ... +  arn_uF(n_ u  d
a - a , 5 7 - + a 2^  +  ... +  a (n _ 1)—  ^  ^
where a i ,  a 2, ... a (n) are arbitrary functions of I x, I2, ... In .
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6.5 Summary
In this chapter we have investigated the Clairaut equation and its generaliza­
tions. Their sym m etries have been determined for the Clairaut equation and 
first and second order generalizations. This was generalized for higher order 
generalized Clairaut equations by using characteristic sym m etries of y ^  =  0.
7. SINGULAR SOLUTIONS AND REDUCTION USING
SYMMETRIES
Symm etries can be useful in achieving a reduction of order of a given differential 
equation. In th is chapter we investigate the method of reducing the order and 
take results of the previous chapters into account, in particular the knowledge 
we gained concerning sym metries of equations with singular solutions.
7.1 Symmetries and Reduction
We first look at the reduction of order in general to gain more understanding  
on the reduction procedure regarding system s of differential forms. This will be 
illustrated with examples of known cases.
7.1.1 Reduct ion of  a sys tem  0  =  (9\ , 92)
Let 0  be a system  of forms and 0  =  (9 \ ,92) be closed under d. Suppose it has 
sym m etries r  and cr. Choosing 6 2  =  6  such that r \ 9  — 0 and assuming o \ 9  ^  0 
then we obtain the reduced system  ©' =  (9) which we shall show to be an ideal 
of 0 .
The two sym m etries r  and cr form a Lie algebra, hence their comm utator is a 
linear combination
[a, r] =  c \ 0  +  c2r
where c* and c2 are structure constants. Either both structure constants are 
zero or one or both are non-zero. The sym metry generators can be transformed 
so that only two distinct cases have to be considered:
[cr, r] — t
[cr,r] =  0 .
We can choose 9 so that r \ 9  — 0. The definition of d9 of a 1-form 9 is
d9(a,  t ) =  cr(0j r) — t { 9 \  o )  -  9\ [cr, r ] .
Here we have d9 (o , r )  =  — r ( 0 Jcr). Therefore it can be shown that cr is also 
sym m etry of the reduced system  (9).
o \d 9  d(o\9)  =  An^i +  Ai2 0
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T\(a\dd) + r\d{<j\9) = An(rj0i)
dd{(j,r) + r(crJ0) = Ah(t|6>i)
0 = Ah(tJ d\).
dd =  u j  A 6 holds. 0 '  =<  9 >  is a differential ideal of © with sym m etry cr. The 
form - t -  is then closed, sincecrj0 ’
d{- -^=) =  -^zdd  1=—d(o\9)A9
a j e  a \ e  { o \ e y  K J '
-—{{&\0)dd + (crjdd) A 6}
(a\9)*
=  ----- =— {crl (9 A dd)}  — 0.
( a \ d )2X )S
7.1.2 Known  cases for the reduction of  0  =  {9\ , 6 2 )
Let a system  be given as 0  =  {dy — p d x , dp).
Example  I: Suppose the system  has the sym metries
d  d
T =  y r » + p irP
and
d
°  ~  dx
where [cr, t] =  0 . To satisfy Q\r  =  0, 6 can be chosen as 
6  =  pdi  — yd 2 — p dy  — ydp — p 2dx  
Then cr =  dx is a sym m etry for 9 since L a9 =  2pdp +  d ( —p 2) =  0. A form
0 1 y
—p= =  — dy +  -=■dp +  dx  
cr]0 V P
is then closed, because of
6 1 1
d (— =) =  —xdp A dy  H— r-dy A dp =  0. 
crj 9 P2 P2
An ideal of 0  is then the reduced system
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Example  II: Let the system  have the sym metries
, ,n  d  d  
r  =  (* +  / ( p ) ) ^  +  ^
and
d
° ~ d ~ y
where [a, r] =  0. To satisfy 9 \ t =  0, 6 can here be chosen as
8 =  0 i -  (x +  f ' {p ) )d 2 =  dy -  pdx -  (x +  f' (p))dp.
Then a  =  dy is a sym m etry for d since L a8 — 0. The form
Q
— = =  (x +  f ' ( p ) )dy  +  dp 
o \ 8
is then closed, because d ( =  0. An ideal of © is here the reduced system  
Q 1 =  (8 =  dy — pdx  — (x +  f' {p))dp) .
7.1.3 Reduction o f  the sys tem  © =  (8 1 , 6 2 ) in invariant coordinates
In invariant coordinates h  =  y — px  and I2 =  P the above system  is given by 
0  =  (d /1 , d / 2) where the symmetries are
d  d
and ^
V =  <7i (I i , I 2 ) q ^ + V 2 ( I i , I 2 ) q J-2 .
We now reconsider the examples above in invariant coordinates.
Example  I: The sym metries r  and a  are then
T 9  T 9T — 11 777“ +  ■* 2 TTfd l i  d l 2
and
T 9  
°  ~  ~ l2 ~RT- d h
6 \ t =  0  is satisfied for
8 =  d h ~  ~ r d l 2.
h
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Then cr =  —h d i 1 is a sym m etry for Q since L a9 — d l 2 +  d {—I2) =  0. A form
- L  =  —- f d h  +  d ^ d h
a \ 6  h  h
is then closed, because
d (— =) — —0 ^ /2  A dli  +  —ndl\  A d/2  — 0. 
V J0' I22 122
T he reduced system  ©' is given as
0 ' =  (§ =  d h  -  - ± d l 2).
h
Example  II: Let the sym metries be
d h  d l 2
and
d  
a ~ d T i
To satisfy 6 \ t  =  0, 6  can here be chosen as
e =  d i x - f ' { h ) d i 2.
a  =  <9/ 1 is a sym m etry for 6 because of L a6 =  0. The form 9 =  d l \  — f ' { l 2 ) d l 2 
is then closed, because
d ( — - ) =  0 .<r\eJ
The reduced system  is here
&  =  {§ =  d h  -  f ' { l 2 ) d h )  =  ( d (h  ~  f { h ) ) )
corresponding to a Clairaut equation.
7.1.4 Reduct ion of  the s y s tem  0  =  (6 i ,  6 2 , 6 3 )
In the case of a third order system
0  =  {6 1 , 6 2 , 6 3 )
let 0  be closed and admit symmetries cr and r. Then we can choose 9\ and d2 
such that t \ 9 \  = 0  and t \ 6 2 =  0. We assume that o\&i  /  0 and o \ 6 2 7  ^ 0. 
Then the reduced system  ©' =  {6 1 , 6 2 ) is closed. It is an ideal of © and adm its 
the sym m etry cr. As in the second order case this can be shown by considering
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the Lie derivative of 0i and 82 with respect to cr.
<7J d0\  +  d ( < 7 j 0 i )  =  A i # i  +  X2 8 2  T  A 3 ^ 3
t J  (cr\dd\) +  r \ d ( a \ d i )  =  A 3 ( t J 0 3 )
d§i(<T,T) +  t ( c t J 0 i )  =  A 3 ( r J  6 3 )
0 =  A3 (t J03)
Hence LCT0i =  An0i + Ai202 and analogically La62 = \2\61 +  X22&2- Then we 
have the reduced system ©' = (81,62). It is closed under d.
dd\ - A 8\ ^12 A d2
dd2 — u>2\ A 8\  +  CJ22 A 62
7.1.5 Known cases for the reduction of Q — (81,62,82)
Considering the case where the system 0  is given by
8\ — d y  — p d x
62 =  dp — u>dx
82 — doj.
Example I: Let the system admit symmetries o and r given by
d  
°  ~  dx
d  d  d
r  =  y - ^ - + p —  + u — . 
d y  d p  du>
61 and 82 can be chosen as
61 - p d \  — y d  2 —  003 =  p d y  — p 2d x  — y d p  — y u d x
82 — cj8\ +  002 —  J/03 =  u>dy —  u p d x  —  yduj
so that tJ0i — 0 and r j02 =  0. Then 8\ and 02 admit o and
Lg-01 = 0
L a 8 2 =  0.
There is a reduced system 0 ' = (81,62) with
01 p d y  — p 2d x  — y d p  — yuidx
02 =  ujdy — u p d x  — yduj
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adm itting cr as a symmetry. Symmetries cr and r  are given by
d  d  
x w~ +dy  dp
d\ and d2 can be chosen as
0 01 -  (^ x 2 +  x  4  f'(u>))ds =  dy  - p d x  -  x 2 +  x  4  f'(uj))dw
02 =  02 — (x +  1)0 3  — dp — u>dx — (x +  l)dc<; 
so th at tJ 0 i = 0  and r j $2 =  0. Then d\ and 02 admit cr as a sym m etry and
L adj — 0
l J 2 =  o.
There is a reduced system  0 ; =  (0i ,02) with
adm itting cr as a symmetry.
Example  II: As another example we consider now the case of the two sym m e­
tries cr and r  chosen as
where F  =  F(x,y ,p,u>) .  To satisfy sym metry conditions F  must be of the form 
F  =  c \ {xp  4- x 2u)  4- c2(p +  u j x ) 4- c$y 4- f{u>) where c i ,  C2 and C3 are constants 
and /  an arbitrary function of u j .
01 and d2 can be chosen as
so that t J#i  = 0  and rJ02 =  0. Then 0i and 02 admit cr as a sym m etry and
6
cr
d  d
x  1------
d y  dp
T
01 =  0i — Fwd 3 =  dy  — p d x  — ( c i x 2 +  C2 X +  f ' { u j ) ) d u
02 =  02 — Fpd 3 =  d p  — u o d x  — ( c i x  +  c 2 ) d u
L ad1 — 0 
Lct02 =  0.
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The reduced system  ©' =  (6 1 , 6 2 ) is then
6 \ =  dy — pdx  — (c \x 2 +  C2 X +  f'(Lj))duj
6 2  =  dp — ojdx — (c \x  +  C2 )du>
adm itting a  as a symmetry.
7.2 Singular solution and Reduction
T his section investigates the role singular solutions play in reductions of a sys­
tem . It is explained how differentia] equations of the form y =  0 can be 
reduced to Clairaut-type equations.
7.2.1 Singular solution and reduction o f  a 2nd order s ys tem
Given y" =  0, equivalent to 0  =  (dy — pdx ,dp) .  We know that 0  has the  
sym m etry
d  . _  _  . d
a  =  F 2 —  +  ( F i  -  x F 2 ) —  
dy  dp
where F  =  F(p,  y  — px)  and F\ and F2 denote F\ =  and F2 =  • This
sym m etry can be used in a reduction process. Since
F2(dy -  pdx)  +  (F i -  xF2)dp =  d ( F ( p , y  -  px))
the given equation y" =  0 is reduced to a first order differential equation
F (p , y  - p x )  =  F ( I i , I 2) =  0
where F  is a generalized Clairaut equation. The reduced system  representing 
F  is then
0  =  (dy — pdx,  (F\ — xF 2 )dp).
Generally, this reduced system  has rank 2. However, if (F i — xF 2 )dp equals 
zero, the rank is less than 2. Two cases can then be distinguished:
•  Let dp =  0. This leads to a general solution y  =  c \x  +  C2 , where c\  and C2 
are constants, satisfying F(c i ,C2 ) =  0.
•  Let (F i — XF2 ) be equal to zero. Then we get x  =  This leads to the 
singular solution of F (y  —px ,p)  =  0 which is given by two conditions
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T his leads to a system
( d y - p  d ( ^ ) ) .
Sym m etries of F (p , y  — p x ) =  0 have the form
a  =  a i i F 2 X - F l ) ^ - F2r P y
Hence the equation y" =  0 is reduced to an equation of Clairaut-type with  
general and singular solution.
Example  : The sym m etry
d  , d
a = T y - ( f i p ) + x ) ~FP
reduces y" — 0 to the Clairaut equation F  =  y — px  — f (p )  w ith the general 
solution y  — cx +  / ( c )  and the singular solution
y +  p f  -  /  =  const
x  =
7.2.2 Singular solution and reduction of  a 3rd order sys tem
Given y'" — 0, equivalent to 0  =  (dy  —pdx ,dp  — udx,  duj). We know that 0  
has the sym metry
d  . . d  , 1 9 . d
a  =  F3—  +  (F2 -  x F 3 ) —  +  (F, -  x F 2  +  ~ x 2F3) —  .
Oy op I Old
Since
F3( d y - p d x )  +  {F2- x F 3)(dp-o jdx )  +  {F1- x F 2 +  ]<r2F3)duj =  d {F ( u ,p -u )x ,  y + ^ x 2u j -px ) )
© can be reduced to a function
F(oj ,p — u x , y +  ~ P X) =  F { I i , I 2, h )  =  0
which is of second order. The reduced system  representing F  is then
© =  (dy — p d x , dp — u>dx, (F\  — xF2 +  - x 2F3)du).
This system  has in general rank 3. If (Fi — xF2 +  ^x2F3)duj equals zero, the
rank is less than 3. Again two cases can be distinguished here.
•  Let dco =  0, which leads to the general solution y  =  ^ c i x 2 +  c2x +  c3, 
where c\ ,  c2 and c3 are constants, satisfying F(ci ,  c2, c3) =  0.
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•  Let (Fi — XF2 +  ^x 2 F$) be equal to zero. Then x — F2±^ Fp3 2p3Fl and 
we get the system
J, F2 ± ^ F 2' - 2 F 3F1, J JIF1 ±  V F ? - 2 F 3F , „
(dy -  p d ( ------------- ±--------------), dp -  ljd ( -------------   ))
which describes the singular solution.
The equation y'" =  0 is reduced to an equation of Clairaut-type with general 
and singular solution.
Example  : Let F  be given as the generalized Clairaut equation
F  -  y +  ^ x 2 u> -  px  -  f (uj , p - t a x ) .
Then the general solution is y  — \ c \ x 2 +  C2 X +  f ( c i ,  C2 ) and a singular solution
is given by the system
(dy — p d ( —f 2 ±  y j f l  +  2 / i ) ,  dp -  u d ( - f 2 ±  \ J f 2 +  2 / i ) ) .
Let /  be given by f  — p — u x  — g(ca) then the above system  is equal to
91 = dy+p(7 ^ w W ) ^
6 2  =  dp +  u>(— =)du>.
V 1 -  VM
Choosing B\ =  9\ — ^ 2  and 62 =  transforms the system  into
9\ — dy — —dp
u>
V ^ 9
(72 =  - f
as a reduced system .
0   dui +    - f - ~ - d p
ug"(m)
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7.3 Summary
We illustrated that generalized Clairaut equations can be obtained by a sym­
metry reduction of equations =  0. We transformed an nth  order system
where all the solutions are known into a system  of order (n — 1) with general 
and singular solution. As the reduced system  is a generalization of a Clairaut 
equation, further sym m etries can be determined with the m ethods used in the  
previous chapters.
8. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied how sym m etries relate to singularities of differential equations 
by investigating sym m etries and reduction of differential equations to equations 
with singular solutions, in particular- Clairaut-type equations.
For this purpose we have given an introduction into the practice of finding and 
using sym m etries for integration of differential equations.
Furthermore, differential forms and the method to use them  in finding sym­
metries of differential equations have been introduced. This m ethod has been 
applied to  exam ples of simple structure, that are of the form y ^  =  0. Their 
sym m etries could be determined using functions of their first integrals. P utting  
these first integrals in relation leads to differential equations with singularities: 
Clairaut and generalized Clairaut equations.
Symm etries of Clairaut-type equations could be derived from the previously de­
term ined sym m etries of equations =  0. The general solution of =  0 
includes the general solution of Clairaut and generalized Clairaut equations, 
therefore sym m etries of both types of equations are the same and are in general 
a combination of characteristic and non-characteristic sym m etries of =  0. 
These sym m etries permute the elem ents of the general solution.
Symm etries of the singular solution have been considered separately, since sin­
gularity conditions have to be satisfied. These sym metries have been used in 
the reduction of the chosen differential equations. A general description how  
sym m etries can be used to reduce the order of differential equations has been 
given. Special cases where sym metries are retained after reduction have been 
described in general as well as by regarding known examples.
Applying the reduction m ethod for the previously chosen examples reveals, that 
the Clairaut equation and its generalizations can be obtained by reduction of 
differential equations of the form y ^  =  0.
It remains to investigate whether any generalized Clairaut equation can be ob­
tained as a reduction of an equation =  0. Instead of reducing we could 
then increase the order of an equation with singular solutions to obtain a simple 
equation of the form y ^  =  0 for which all solutions are known.
Further investigations could also be done by considering other classes of differ­
ential equations w ith singular solutions. Instead of starting with equations of 
the form y ^  — 0, more general equations could be chosen. By considering for 
example a differential equation y" — g ( x ) and putting its first integrals in a 
relation we obtain F (p  — G', y  — px  — G +  G'x)  =  0, where G"(x) — g(x)  for 
which the Clairaut equation is a special case.
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